
Kargil Vijay Diwas 

     26th July, 2023 

 

Institute of Vocational Studies solemnly observed Kargil Vijay Diwas on 26
th

 July 2023 at 11:00 AM, a 

day dedicated to honouring the bravery and sacrifices of our valiant soldiers during the Kargil War of 

1999.Under the esteemed guidance of Principal Dr. Mandira Gupta, the event was organized with 

precision and dedication, symbolizing our unwavering respect for the nation's defenders. The event 

was efficiently managed and organized, thanks to the unwavering support and guidance of Ms. 

Sangeeta Kaushik, a dedicated teacher at the institute. Her involvement and encouragement played 

a pivotal role in ensuring the smooth execution of the program. The program commenced with a 

warm welcome by the anchors, Alina Khan and Abhinav, infusing the gathering with a sense of 

reverence and patriotism. Students and faculty members gathered to pay tribute to the heroes who 

made the supreme sacrifice in protecting our motherland. The event featured performances and 

speeches, prepared by students of D.El.Ed that eloquently portrayed the essence of patriotism and 

unity, leaving a profound impact on all attendees. After an uplifting group song performance, a 

student delivered a self-composed speech, reflecting on the significance of Kargil Vijay Diwas and 

the indomitable spirit of our brave soldiers. The heartfelt speech struck a chord with the audience, 

reaffirming their love and pride for the nation. A patriotic poem recitation followed, evoking a 

profound sense of gratitude for the sacrifices made by our soldiers. A soul-stirring duet song 

performance depicted the unbreakable bond between our soldiers and the nation, honouring the 

sacrifices made to secure our freedom. Another inspiring speech emphasized the responsibility of 

every citizen in cherishing the hard-earned freedom and working together for the progress and 

prosperity of the nation. The event culminated with everyone standing together to sing the national 

anthem, expressing their collective love and respect for the nation. It was a moment of unity and 

gratitude towards our soldiers. In conclusion, the Kargil Vijay Dias commemoration at the Institute of 

Vocational Studies was a heartfelt and successful tribute to the valour and sacrifices of our soldiers. 

The event instilled a sense of pride, unity, and patriotism, leaving a lasting impact on all who 

attended. 

Jai Hind! 



 


